GENERAL INFORMATION

www.uvs-info.com
The World’s Largest Generic UAS Web Site

UVS EVENTS

  - Basic Information
  - Announcement
  - Call For Papers & Poster Papers

Past Conferences
- Eurocontrol UAS ATM Integration Workshop
- EASA UAV Workshop
- 2007 Innovation in UAS - Madrid, Spain
- 2007 UVS Canada
- CAUAS 2007 - Boulder, CO, USA
- Airtac 2007 - Frankfurt, Germany
- UAV 2007 - Paris, France
- UAV 2007-Workshop on Small UAS - Paris, France
- UVS Slovenia - Maribor, Slovenia
- Valabre Conference 2007 - Valabre, France
- Aero India 2007 - Bangalore, India
- UAV 2006 - Paris, France
- ATC 2006 - Maastricht, The Netherlands
- CANSO 2006 - Maastricht, The Netherlands
- UVs Tech 2006 - Salon-de-Provence, France
- FAA Flight Techno. & Procedures - Washington, USA
- ATCA 2005 - Grapevine, TX, USA
- UAV 2005 - Paris, France
- UVS Tech 2004 - Brussels, Belgium
- UAV Asia Pacific
- FAA UAS Industry Senior Leadership Meeting Washington, USA
- UAV 2002 - Paris, France
- ATC 2002 - Maastricht, The Netherlands

UVS NEWS FLASH (Restricted Access)
26 Nov 2007 - 10 May 2008 (at time of going to print)
- 527 pages
- 526 pages
1 Jul 2006 - 31 Dec 2007
- 2267 pages
- > 1500 pages
- > 1000 pages
- > 1000 pages
1 Jan 2006 - 30 Jun 2006
- > 1500 pages
- > 1500 pages
- > 1500 pages
1 Jan 2005 - 31 Dec 2005
- > 1500 pages
- > 1500 pages
- > 1500 pages

UVS YEARBOOKS

2008 UAV Yearbook
- Complete Text
- CD Order Form & CD Contents
- Hardcover Order Form
2007 UAV Yearbook
- Complete Text
- CD Order Form & CD Contents
- Hardcover Order Form
2006 UAV Yearbook
- Complete Text
- CD Order Form & CD Contents
2005 UAV Yearbook
- Complete Text
- CD Order Form & CD Contents

Former UAV Yearbooks
- 2004 UAV Yearbook - Complete Text
- 2003 UAV Yearbook - Complete Text

UVS PHOTOS & POSTERS

2008 Photo Competition
- Poster - 60x80cm (High Resolution) - Downloadable
- Winning Photos (Low Resolution) - Downloadable
- Winning Photos (High Resolution) - Downloadable

2007 UAV Photo Competition
- Posters - 60x80cm (High Resolution) - Downloadable
- Winning Photos (Low Resolution) - Downloadable
- Winning Photos (High Resolution) - Downloadable

UVS Photo Library
Photos of Individual Unmanned Aircraft

UVS Deployment in Afghanistan
(courtesy of DND Canada)

2005 UAV Photo Competition
- Poster - 60x80 cm (High Resolution) - Downloadable
- Winning Photos in JPEG - Downloadable

UVS Posters - 60x80 cm
- UAS of the World - Poster 1 - Downloadable
- UAS of the World - Poster 2 - Downloadable
- UAS of the World - Poster 3 - Downloadable
- UAS of the World - Poster 4 - Downloadable
- UAS of the World - Poster 5 - Downloadable
- UAS of the World - Poster 6 - Downloadable

UVS RESEARCH PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This system has been called into live to permit universities,
academies, faculties, schools, and research organizations in
all countries to publish the unmanned vehicle system-related
research projects that they have completed, or are currently
undertaking, using a standardized format. All submitted and
accepted research project definitions with all necessary contact
details will posted alphabetically by country & submitting entity,
as well as by submitting entity & country, on this web site. The
submitted research projects are searchable by key words.
Access to the submitted research projects will be open to open
to all.
The objective is to make it possible for universities, academies,
faculties, schools, and research organizations to find out what
their international counterparts have already done, or are currently
doing in the field of unmanned vehicle system field, with the
goal to avoid needless duplication of effort & wasting scarce
research funds. This system will also permit the research
organizations to search for teaming partners, and should also
be of prime interest to industry.

Submit or Modify a Research Project Definition
- On-line registration form (can be modified on-line by the
  person having initially submitted the information).

View Research Projects
- On-line viewing of registered projects.

UAS-RELATED TERMINOLOGY
These are living documents to which all web site visitors can
contribute. The intent is to contribute to creating internationally
acceptable terms, definitions and abbreviations/acronyms, which
is of prime importance for the international UAV community to
be able to communicate correctly. Universally agreed terms and
definitions will be imperative when the drafting of certification
and flight safety standards commences. This initiative should
contribute to this international effort.
Web site visitors are kindly invited to supply us with their inputs
by email. Please send your contributions concerning Terms & Definitions as a MS-Word attachment, and contributions for abbreviations/acronyms as a MS-Excel attachment. In both cases please indicate the reference of relevant document of origin (if applicable).

**Terms & Definitions**
- 51 Page document - Downloadable
- 79 Page document - Downloadable

**Abbreviations & Acronyms**
- 51 Page document - Downloadable

**UAS REFERENCE TABLES**

**Extract 2008 UAS Yearbook - UAS: The Global Perspective**
- Categorisation, Categories & Airframe + Propulsion
- Quantities per Category & per Country
- Annual Comparisons of Development Status
- Categories & Airframe Characteristics
- UAS Referenced

**UAS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

This section proposes a form that can be completed by all UAS system manufacturers. This form permits to obtain identical and comparable information on UAS. The submitting entity can choose the measurements he desires to submit in; all submitted measurements are automatically converted into the other referenced measurements, thereby allowing simple comparison. The form has been laid out in such a way that descriptions such as payload capacity, which are sometimes rather opaque, are clearly defined. All submitted and accepted forms are subsequently posted on this web site.

**UAS BROCHURES & Datasheets**

**UVS International Members**
- Corporate + product brochures & datasheets
- Non-Members
- Corporate + product brochures & datasheets

**UAS-RELATED DOCUMENTS**

**UAS-RELATED EVENTS**
- Docs from 18 events in 7 countries
- Military Documents
- Docs from 11 countries + Nato & EUROCONTROL
- Studies
- Docs from 10 organizations in 7 countries
- Model Aircraft
- White Papers
- Docs from 23 countries
- UAS Applications: Commercial
- UAS Applications: Non-Military Governmental
- UAS Applications: Scientific
- UAS Applications: Opinion Papers

**ACCESS 5** (produced by UNITE, USA)
- Briefings & Products (courtesy NASA DFRC)

**USEFUL LINKS**

**National & International Regulatory Authorities**
- Links to Regulatory Authority Web Sites - 120 links

**Aviation StakeHolders**
- Aircraft Owner & Pilot Association (AOPA)
- Air Transport Action Group (ATAG)
- Air Traffic Control Association (ATCA)
- Aerospace & Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD)
- ASTRAEA, UK
- Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
- Eurocontrol (European Org. for the Safety of Air Navigation)
- European Aeronautical Group (EAG)
- European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
- European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC)
- European Cockpit Association (RCA)
- European Commission - DG Energy & Transport
- European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE)
- Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
- Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
- Flight Safety Foundation (FSF)
- International Air Carrier Association (IACA)
- International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
- International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers’ Ass. (IFATCA)
- International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
- Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA)
- North Atlantic Treaty Association (NATO)
- National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA)

**UVS International**
- Link to Home Page

**Associations with UAS Activities**
- AIAA, USA
- AOPA, USA
- ARCAA, Australia
- ASD, Belgium
- ASTM F38, USA
- ATCA, USA
- Av/BV, Czech Rep.
- British Model Flying Association (BMFA), UK
- Canso, The Netherlands
- EUGIN, Belgium
- EUROCAE, France
- Europe Air Sports Association
- European Institute, USA
- IFALPA, The Netherlands
- IFATCA, Canada
- Intelli, Portugal
- Japan UAV Association
- Korea UAV Association
- NMSU-PSL-TAAC, USA
- PEMA UAV, Portugal
- RTCA Special Committee 203, USA
- SAE International, USA
- UADV, DACH, Germany
- UAVS, United Kingdom
- UVS Canada, Canada
- UVS New Zealand-Australia, New Zealand

**UVS International Corporate Members**
- Links to all association member web sites

**CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY**

The contact information supplied when registering on this web site will not be transmitted to any other company or organization for any purpose whatsoever. It may however be used by Blyenburgh & Co to supply you with information on events it organises for UVS International and that pertain to unmanned vehicle systems (air, ground & naval) and related regulatory issues. Persons having registered can at all times request Blyenburgh & Co to have their particulars deleted from its database by addressing an email with «Delete from email listing» in the subject box, and indicating their family name, first name & company/organization as the message text. Persons registering can, at all times, obtain a copy of the information concerning them that is registered by Blyenburgh & Co, rectify it or oppose its possible transmission to others, by addressing a simple written request or notification to Blyenburgh & Co. This statement is in accordance with French Law. As this website is housed in France, the following sentence is to be mentioned: «Conformément aux disposition de l’article 27 de la loi «informatique et liberté» N°78-17 du 06/01/78, vous pouvez accéder aux informations vous concernant, les rectifier où vous opposer à leur transmission éventuelle en nous écrivant.»

**GENERAL**

Persons already having registered on www.uvs-international.org can access www.uvs-info.com by entering their email address and the password they use to enter the UVS International web site. Suggestions on how to improve this site are welcome and should be addressed to:

Blyenburgh & Co
86 rue Michel-Auge - 75016 Paris - France
Tel.: 33-1-46.51.88.65
Fax: 33-1-46.51.05.22